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Executive Summary

This paper provides information about noncredit instruction in the California Community Colleges and has updated the original 2009 *Noncredit Instruction: Opportunity and Challenge* paper to incorporate subsequent changes from the last decade. Since the passage of SB 361 (Scott, 2006), noncredit instruction has seen significant changes including the equalization of some areas of noncredit instruction, the passage of the Adult Education Block Grant that created adult education consortia including K-12 and community college adult education providers, and the passage of AB 705 (Irwin, 2017) that specifically encouraged colleges to use noncredit courses to support the needs of credit students. Despite its long history in the community colleges, there are a limited number of robust noncredit programs, and many colleges may be looking to or are beginning to offer noncredit courses for the first time. This paper is intended to provide information about noncredit instruction that will be useful to individuals with varying backgrounds and experience with noncredit and to provide some recommendations that will help noncredit continue to serve the needs of our diverse student populations.

Noncredit students pay no enrollment fees and normally receive no college credit. Noncredit courses are still funded entirely by state apportionment, with different rates of apportionment depending on the area of noncredit instruction. The landscape for noncredit instruction has evolved dramatically since the publication of the original version of this paper in 2009. In passing SB 361 (Scott, 2006), the California legislature created a two-tier funding system that would eventually lead to certain areas of noncredit instruction being funded at the same rate as credit instruction. Additionally, noncredit programs are essential in the transformation of adult education that began with the passage of AB 86 (Assembly Committee on Budgets, 2013), have been an essential provider of vocational training, were specifically included in recommendations created by the Taskforce on Workforce and a Strong Economy, and were specifically mentioned in AB 705 (Irwin, 2017) to address the needs of credit students.

The increasing interest in noncredit programs shown by the Academic Senate, the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, the Legislature, and other professionals is not a coincidence. Several studies have focused on the changing student demographics and the need to increase the number of skilled workers to meet the needs of the California economy. This paper will describe several legislative and policy developments to explain the link between noncredit history and current hopes for improved student success through enhanced funding, staffing, and academic integrity of noncredit programs.

The Academic Senate has an established history of advocating for the continued development and expansion of noncredit programs to support the needs of students. To help facilitate that expansion and ensure the offering of high quality programs, the Academic Senate has advocated for equalized funding with credit (Resolution 9.02 Fall 2011), inclusion of noncredit faculty in the Faculty Obligation Number (FON) and the development of an equivalent to the 75% law for noncredit instruction (Resolution 7.01 Fall 2018 and Resolution 7.01 Fall 2014), equalization of statewide processes for credit and noncredit curriculum (Resolution 9.02 Fall 2018), more accurate noncredit outcomes and the design of metrics that accurately represent the quality of noncredit programs (Resolution 14.02 Fall 2014, Resolution 13.01 Spring 2012, and Resolution...
9.01 Fall 2009), and the recognition that noncredit instruction meets the needs of a wide range of students (Resolution 7.03 Spring 2018, Resolution 17.01 Spring 2018, Resolution 9.07 Spring 2016 and Resolution 13.02 Fall 2011). Considerable progress has been made in some of these areas, but there is continued uncertainty about whether noncredit programs will be given the support necessary to allow them to flourish. Continued advocacy is vital to ensure that the progress that noncredit has experienced in the last 10 years continues and that noncredit programs continue to evolve and serve the changing needs of students.

Introduction

Noncredit instruction has provided a significant part of California community college instruction for many years; in fact, the roots of noncredit instruction (1856 in San Francisco) predate the earliest community college (1907 in Fresno) with the opening of the first adult school (San Diego Continuing Education, 2017). The Academic Senate has been active in attempting to address issues regarding noncredit instruction through the adoption of resolutions, the publication of papers in Rostrum articles, the creation of the ASCCC Noncredit Committee, and the offering of institutes for noncredit practitioners beginning in 2017. In 2006, the Academic Senate adopted the paper “The Role of Noncredit in The California Community Colleges” that introduced readers to the world of noncredit instruction, surveyed the status of noncredit instruction statewide, and examined a range of issues related to noncredit instruction. Its approach is primarily descriptive and generally makes the case for the value of noncredit programs. Building on the attention garnered for noncredit instruction by the 2006 paper and growing interest in noncredit, the Academic Senate passed resolution 13.03 in Fall 2007:

Whereas, The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges wrote a descriptive and foundational paper in 2006 called The Role of Noncredit in the California Community Colleges that was used to provide basic information about noncredit courses and programs; and

Whereas, There is a need for a follow-up paper, or series of papers, addressing quality standards and unique issues in noncredit instruction;

Resolved, That the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges produce a paper about current issues concerning noncredit courses and programs within the California Community College System.

Following the adoption of the original version of this paper in 2009, the Academic Senate continued its work in noncredit by establishing a standing committee dedicated solely to noncredit instruction. Over the ensuing decade, noncredit instruction has continued to evolve, necessitating an update to the 2009 version of this paper. In Fall 2015, the Academic Senate approved resolution 13.02:

Whereas, Changes to regulations governing course repeatability, the recent efforts at realigning adult education (AB 86 and AB 104, Budget Committee, 2013), the recent equalization of funding for Career Development and College Preparation (CDCP) noncredit class apportionment with credit class apportionment, the ongoing funding for
student success efforts including Basic Skills, Equity, and Student Success and Support Programs, and the Recommendations of the California Community Colleges Task Force on Workforce, Job Creation, and a Strong Economy (August 14, 2015) are all resulting in an increased focus on the use of noncredit instruction to improve student success and close equity gaps in basic skills as well as provide additional options for preparation for courses in career and technical education programs; and

Whereas, Both the Chancellor’s Office document Noncredit at a Glance, published in 2006, and the Academic Senate paper Noncredit Instruction: Opportunity and Challenge, adopted by the body in Spring 2009, are outdated and require revision in order to reflect the recent changes to credit course repeatability and potential use of noncredit as an alternative to course repetition, the efforts to realign adult education, the changes to CDCP noncredit funding, and the current focus on career technical education programs and workforce development and to provide timely and relevant guidance to the field in these and other areas;

Resolved, That the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges work with the Chancellor’s Office and other system partners to revise the 2006 document Noncredit at a Glance or create a new document on noncredit that provides timely and relevant guidance to the field on the appropriate implementation of noncredit curriculum, programs, and instruction; and

Resolved, That the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges update its paper Noncredit Instruction: Opportunity and Challenge, adopted by the body in Spring 2009, no later than Spring 2017 to include recent developments affecting noncredit, including using noncredit to improve equity and close the achievement gap, leveraging Career Development/College Preparation equalization funding, and addressing an increased emphasis on adult basic skills and workforce education.

This paper identifies recent changes and argues that additional changes are necessary to respond to the evolving needs of students and the state. Its recommendations focus on a series of changes necessary to improve the availability of all services provided to noncredit students—both in and out of the classroom. Noncredit has attracted increased attention over the past few years. It builds on the 2006 and the 2009 papers and discusses a range of subsequent developments in the California economy and in noncredit instruction, including the changes to the Adult Education Program, the role of noncredit in the Strong Workforce Program, and the adoption of AB 705 (Irwin, 2017).

Noncredit instruction provides access to diverse communities and students seeking educational opportunities to achieve and advance personal goals, career preparation, and professional development. Noncredit programs align to college equity goals and the support the creation of educational pathways of success that help students achieve economic self-sufficiency with programs that provide students with the vital skills for the workforce, career education certificates, and essential education to help students transition into associate degree programs and transfer to a four-year university.
Noncredit instruction is limited to the following areas of instruction (Education Code §84757):

1. Parenting, including parent cooperative preschools, classes in child growth and development and parent-child relationships.
2. Elementary and secondary basic skills and other courses and classes such as remedial academic courses or classes in reading, mathematics, and language arts.
3. English as a second language.
4. Classes and courses for immigrants eligible for educational services in citizenship, English as a second language.
5. Workforce preparation classes in the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading, writing, mathematics, decision-making and problem-solving skills, and other classes required for preparation to participate in job-specific technical training.
6. Education programs for persons with substantial disabilities.
7. Short-term vocational programs with high employment potential.
8. Education programs for older adults.
9. Education programs for home economics.

The passage of Senate Bill (SB) 361 (Scott, 2006), codified in Education Code §84760.5, introduced increased apportionment for specific areas of noncredit instruction. Increased apportionment funding for some aspects of noncredit has already changed how noncredit is viewed and strengthened the potential for closer integration with credit instruction. These noncredit categories, known as Career Development and College Preparation (CDCP), emphasized the vocational training and college preparation aspects of noncredit programs. For colleges to receive “enhanced apportionment funding,” a course must be part of one of the four approved areas of CDCP instruction and be part of a Chancellor’s Office approved certificate program that consists of a minimum of two courses within a sequence or a set of closely related courses. The areas of noncredit instruction that qualify for CDCP funding are:

1. Elementary and secondary basic skills and other courses and classes such as remedial academic courses or classes in reading, mathematics, and language arts.
2. English as a second language.
3. Short-term vocational programs with high employment potential.
4. Workforce preparation classes in the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading, writing, mathematics, decision-making and problem-solving skills, and other classes required for preparation to participate in job-specific technical training.

In 2014, SB 860 increased the CDCP funding rate to be equivalent to the credit daily apportionment rate, meaning that some noncredit courses were viewed as being equivalent to credit courses from the funding perspective. The increase in the funding rate for CDCP approved courses was intended to increase the availability of noncredit instruction to meet increasing student demand, but the majority of the funding has gone to districts that already had robust noncredit programs. As of 2018, noncredit courses are still funded only through apportionment, as established in the 2018 budget trailer bill, and are not included in the metrics for the Student-
Centered Funding Formula. The Chancellor’s Office has indicated that noncredit instruction needs to be incorporated into the metrics within the Student Success Funding Formula and expects this to occur in a future iteration.

**Understanding Noncredit**

While credit and noncredit instruction are both designed to meet the needs of students, there are fundamental differences between the two. Credit practitioners often have limited experience with noncredit programs, and this can lead to misunderstandings, myths, and misconceptions that can be created. In order to develop effective noncredit programs and help them succeed, it is vital that credit practitioners understand how the differences in noncredit can advantageous when developing creative strategies to serve the needs of diverse student groups.

**Noncredit Philosophy, Pedagogical Differences**

Both credit and noncredit programs in the community college system aim to provide quality education in order to fulfill the mission of the California community colleges and to meet the needs of diverse Californians. Noncredit instruction is “an essential and important function of the community colleges” (California education code §66010.4), and along with credit, noncredit instruction helps “advance California's economic growth and global competitiveness through education, training, and services that contribute to continuous workforce improvement” (California education code §66010.4).

Education Code §84757 outlines the 10 areas of noncredit instruction that qualify for state apportionment. Some of the subject areas such as Citizenship, Health and Safety, Courses for Adults with Disabilities, Parenting, Home Economics, and Courses for Older Adults are unique to noncredit and provide meaningful opportunities for lifelong learning that supports the development of productive members of society to benefit the State of California. The other approved areas for noncredit overlap with credit such as pre-collegiate basic skills, ESL, short-term vocational, and workforce preparation programs. Because of the overlap, colleges can meet the diverse needs of the students and offer varied educational experiences and learning outcomes.

Noncredit courses and programs help maintain and assure open access to California’s diverse and underserved population (PCAH, Program and Course Approval Handbook 6th Edition). Noncredit courses are flexible and highly accessible with a tuition-free model that may be offered on campus or at various off-site locations. Free noncredit courses offer great alternatives to the credit options for students who do not qualify for financial aid. Noncredit courses can be open entry/open exit and benefit adult students with busy work schedules, family responsibilities, and other obligations. Noncredit programs can also provide short just-in-time learning and targeted instruction to meet students’ professional development needs. Noncredit instruction supports the underserved such as first-generation students, students who are underprepared for college-level coursework, and English language learners (PCAH). The fact that noncredit courses focus on skills attainment and are repeatable can help those underrepresented students build confidence and gain both cognitive and noncognitive skills that are necessary for success in credit courses. Students with negative educational experiences in the past, with low literacy or
numeracy skills, and/or with gaps in their education can benefit from the additional time needed for the development of requisite skills. In addition, noncredit courses provide entry-level career technical certificates or elementary to pre-collegiate level basic skills instruction and offer multiple accessible entry points to career and academic pathways (PCAH). Credit and noncredit programs can be considered as an educational continuum where the two options supplement each other to support student success and workforce development.

Misconceptions About the Rigor and Structure of Noncredit Instruction

The noncredit curriculum approval process ensures that “noncredit students receive the same quality of instruction provided to other students” (PCAH). Noncredit programs also ensure that noncredit instruction is effective “in helping students to transition to college, gain meaningful wage work and contribute to the community and society” (PCAH). In addition, recent legislative changes along with national and state initiatives are changing the face of noncredit, and increased rigor and formal structure are being required in noncredit. While noncredit courses are not applicable toward a degree, upon successful completion of a series of two or more required classes, students can earn a noncredit certificate of completion or competency. With the creation of Career Development and College Preparation (CDCP) courses, noncredit programs are providing pathways that lead directly to employment, credit career education, or transfer programs. Those CDCP courses require rigorous curriculum that prepares students for credit curriculum or for the workforce (PCAH).

Furthermore, some colleges offer mirrored, dual-listed or cross-listed courses. A mirrored, dual-listed, or cross-listed course means that a noncredit course shares the same course outline, syllabus, and class schedule with a credit course and is taught by the same faculty. A certain number of seats are reserved for noncredit students in the course, and students can take the course at no cost and work on all the same assignments as credit students. In the mirrored noncredit course, the focus remains on skills attainment as with all the other noncredit courses. Students earn a pass or no pass grade in these mirrored courses. This system can be a great free, low-stakes option for students who want to try out a course, who need extra time mastering the content, and/or who do not qualify for financial aid.

Flexible Scheduling Options

Noncredit courses can be scheduled in two different ways, allowing programs to serve the needs of all students. The majority of noncredit courses are scheduled as open-entry/open-exit. Students are allowed to enroll in noncredit open-entry/open-exit courses throughout the term, not just at the beginning of the term. This provides students the opportunity to begin or resume their education whenever classes are in session, instead of having to wait for the next term to begin. Additionally, noncredit students are not required to finish an open-entry/open-exit course by the end of the term, so students have the flexibility to continue the course during subsequent terms until they have completed all of the course outcomes. With open-entry/open-exit courses, students may begin a course, leave for several weeks, and then return to the course and resume where they left off. This differs from traditional credit courses where students would be responsible for any material that was missed, and the student would need to complete the course by the end of the term.
Noncredit courses can also be scheduled through managed enrollment. Managed enrollment courses are scheduled just like credit courses, where students attend class at the same times every week. These courses do not have open enrollment throughout the term, requiring students to enroll in the class by the census date. Even though these courses are scheduled just like credit courses, students are allowed to continue the course into the next term if they are not able to complete all of the outcomes.

Colleges have option to use both of these scheduling methods for any noncredit course and can structure their class schedules to best serve the course content and the needs of their student population.

The Need for Noncredit Instruction in the California Community Colleges

This section identifies California’s increasingly critical need for educated citizens and how the ongoing development of noncredit instruction over the coming years can produce community college programs that are well placed to respond to those needs.

Changes in Our Economy Due to Demographic Shifts and Technology

For the past decade, a variety of reports have focused attention on the educational and economic impacts of demographic changes that involve race, ethnicity, and educational preparation throughout America, and specifically in California. The year 2030 marks a demographic turning point for the United States as all baby boomers, California’s most educated group, will be retirement age or older forming 20% of the population. By 2035 older adults will outnumber children. Natural population growth due to births will be dwarfed by immigration further increasing the diversity of the country (Vespa and Armstrong, 2018, pg. 1).

In addition to the changing demographics, the economy of California, which is particularly reliant on technology is facing a deficit of more than one million college degree holders by 2030 (Johnson, 2016). Automation and artificial intelligence are dramatically changing the nature of work as we know it predicting that most the jobs of today will shortly be obsolete. According to a 2017 Institute for the Future report, it is “estimated that around 85% of the jobs that today’s learners will be doing in 2030 haven’t been invented yet.” For colleges to better prepare our future workforce to meet the challenges of our changing economy increasing degree completion is imperative, retraining is essential, and lifelong learning crucial. A 2016 Obama Whitehouse era report encourages, “A key step towards preparing individuals for the economy of the future is providing quality education opportunities for all” (Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and the Economy 2016).

The 2007 Educational Testing Service report America’s Perfect Storm is one of the most cited reports on the forces that will impact our country: divergent skill distribution, a changing economy, and demographic trends. California is the “poster child” for the country’s current economic, educational, and demographic trends. Predictions are dire. The report states:
If we are unable to substantially close the existing skills gaps among racial/ethnic groups and substantially boost the literacy levels of the population as a whole, demographic forces will result in a US population in 2030 with tens of millions of adults unable to meet the requirements of the new economy. Moreover, a substantial proportion of these adults will be members of disadvantaged minority groups who will likely consider themselves outside the economic mainstream. This is clearly not the preferred direction for the nation to be moving. (Educational Testing Service, 2007, p.24)

More specific to the situation in California is the series of reports from the Institute for Higher Education Leadership and Policy by Nancy Shulock and co-authors: Rules of the Game, Beyond the Open Door, Invest in Success, and It Could Happen. Whether or not one agrees with the recommendations from these reports, the recommendations are nevertheless based on two undeniable premises: that California’s future economy is at risk from a shortage of educated workers, and that California’s community colleges, the largest post-secondary education system in the nation, is the primary pathway to a college education and upward mobility for many Californians. In 2017-2018, the system served 2,393,675 students. While little doubt exists that the system serves an incredible number of students, some have questioned whether the system and its colleges are serving all the students who need to be served.

**Improved Educational Opportunities**

Many of the needs resulting from the changing demographics in the economy and employment in the future of work can be addressed with noncredit education. Noncredit curriculum’s primary purpose is to provide education in “skills they need to participate in society and the workforce” (Restructuring California’s Adult Education System, 2012). Through noncredit education students can gain proficiency in English as a Second Language, earn a GED, study for citizenship, learn basic skills, master competency-based skills, and explore career opportunities, all of which are elements of college readiness that ultimately keep students on the pathway to a degree. Courses for upskilling and older adults will continue lifelong learning and enable adults to participate in the workforce longer. Noncredit program schedules are often more flexible than the traditional academic calendar allows; noncredit removes financial barriers with little to no student fees; it allows for repeatability in coursework to accommodate mastery of skills, and noncredit courses are often offered at off-campus, community friendly, locations.

The mission of California’s community college system is to provide basic skills instruction for those in need of it and to advance California’s economic growth and global competitiveness through education, training, and services that contribute to continuous workforce improvement (Education Code §66010.4 [a]). To those working within the system, this three-pronged focus is nothing new. However, California community colleges are not in all cases truly serving all students seeking transfer, workforce training, or basic skills development. As of 2017-2018, 94.2% of the 1,182,986.30 system FTES were credit, meaning that only 68,645.28 FTES were generated through noncredit. This represents only 5.8% of the total FTES generated in the California Community Colleges that year. Noncredit has seldom been more utilized; even at its peak in 2008-2009, noncredit only accounted for 7.5% of the system’s total FTES. An estimated 80,000 students were lost in noncredit during budget cuts, resulting in a loss of 31,142 noncredit FTES. Noncredit programs felt cuts more significantly because of the lower funding rate for
noncredit: colleges felt less incentive to retain noncredit sections. California’s community colleges, the largest system of higher education with the ability to offer needed coursework at little to no cost to the student, remains the best option to meet the demands of educated citizens in California (Aschenbach and Young, 2016).

The enormous scale of California’s community colleges makes them well suited to train people for middle-skills positions such as technicians, health care professionals, and advanced manufacturing trades. Of the 8 million students enrolled in credit courses and another 4 million in noncredit courses, nearly 40% are older than 24, and 60% attend school part-time. Compared with four-year colleges, these schools have more minority, self-supporting, and first-generation college students (Kochan, 2012).

California needs to consider additional educational opportunities to bridge the gap for thousands of adults who need a better job, who want more education, who want a better life for themselves and their families, who are not able or ready to make that big step into the credit programs of community colleges and higher education. Moreover, to make that bridge successful, California needs to commit to resources and regulations sufficient to improve the instructional and support environment provided to noncredit students so that it becomes more comparable to the experience of credit students. The value to the individual, their families, the community, and society as a whole is worth the investment from the state; it is even more critical now in light of reports like America’s Perfect Storm as both noncredit and K-12 adult education can serve as a pathway to work, college, and a better life.

The task of educating and training students taking noncredit classes is perhaps the most challenging, as noncredit students are, as a whole, often less prepared than credit students and have significant work commitments and life responsibilities that can affect their path to student success. Ironically, they receive fewer college resources, particularly in student services resulting in programs for noncredit students that lack adequate numbers of full-time faculty, counselors, and other services. In general, noncredit faculty teach more hours than their credit counterparts, resulting in reduced availability for class preparation, grading and student feedback, office hours, and program development. These are precisely the program characteristics that research has shown enhance student success. It is time for community colleges to invest equitably in all their students by providing, at the least, equivalent instruction and services to credit and noncredit students alike. There is little difference in the cost of delivering credit versus noncredit courses, yet noncredit instruction plays “a critical role in contributing to the human capital of the state’s labor force” (Murphy, 2004, pg. 65). The California Community College system’s Vision for Success agrees:

The CCCs are also a major provider of adult education, apprenticeship, and English as a Second Language, offering thousands of valuable work and life skills courses to adults seeking to improve their lives or reenter the education system. Finally, the colleges are a source of lifelong learning, offering recreation, enrichment, and exercise to California’s diverse communities. These opportunities for learning, training, and civic engagement together make the CCCs a rich source of opportunity for all Californians. (Vision for Success, 2017, Page 5)
The recent equalization of funding for Career Development College Prep noncredit certificates has created an opportunity for colleges to consider the maintenance and development of noncredit courses without the disincentive of lower funding. In addition, the initiatives of Doing What Matters and Strong Workforce as well as the Board of Governor’s Vision for Success have highlighted this need for parity and provided additional incentives for districts to respond to the growing skills gap, and to further support and develop career education programs and pathways. As CDCP noncredit certificate programs are expanded at the local level, districts need to reinvest the funds generated from these programs into similar support services for both students and faculty in noncredit programs, so support is equal to that of credit programs. Legislative changes allowing for local approval of noncredit curriculum, increased funding for all areas of noncredit, and the allowability of the census roster accounting method for all noncredit managed enrollment courses, including courses offered through distance education, would allow districts to be nimble enough to develop and offer programs to meet the diverse training and educational demands for our growing state.

Thousands of adults need a high school diploma: in California 12.3% of 18 to 24 year olds and 17.5% of adults over 25 have less than a high school diploma. In California, 24.4% of adults over the age of 25 without a high school diploma are below the poverty level, compared to just 10.5% that have completed some college (United States Census Bureau, 2017). Although one does not need a high school diploma to enroll in a community college, students lacking one are more likely to also lack the basic skills to be college ready. Overall, workers who complete high school have better job prospects and earn higher wages than their counterparts who lack a diploma (Liming and Wolf, 2008, p.22). If more community colleges offered noncredit basic skills, including noncredit Adult High School Diploma programs to fill this gap, and if more community colleges designed pathways to support students transitioning into college credit programs, then a whole new cohort of residents and students might be served.

Offering noncredit instruction at community colleges can be advantageous to both credit and noncredit students because credit students often utilize noncredit to initiate and support their credit journey. Noncredit programs are an important portal to credit higher education, offering proximity and built-in linkages and transitions. However, even colleges that offer noncredit instruction find it difficult to develop sufficient collaboration, linkages, and articulation between noncredit and credit. Effectively connecting to K-12 adult education is an even greater challenge. Nevertheless, it is crucial that these opportunities be available as a seamless educational continuum for those adults who need such pathways to higher education, jobs, and retraining (Shulock, 2007a, p.1).

Even as noncredit programs meet these and other educational needs, they can also be the magnet to draw new adult learners into the community college system who might not otherwise think of themselves as college students or as able to access advanced vocational training. Sometimes it is a matter of bringing students to this realization and increasing their confidence as they become successful in their educational endeavors. It is vital to have the encouragement and support of transitional programs to help students to make that leap. Noncredit basic skills, English as a Second Language (ESL), and Career Technical Education (CTE) are the noncredit programs from which students would be most likely to transition into credit programs.
Statewide Changes in Noncredit Education

This section considers a variety of recent state-level policy changes in the funding and delivery of noncredit instruction in California’s community colleges.

Work by the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges

The Academic Senate has consistently taken a strong position to recognize noncredit courses and programs as an integral and respected component of higher education and to encourage their inclusion in the community-college curriculum. To further these goals the Academic Senate adopted Resolution 1.03 Spring 2010, Noncredit Standing Committee, which increased the status of the Senate’s ad hoc Noncredit Committee to that of a standing subcommittee of the Academic Senate. The Academic Senate followed up in Spring 2015 with the passage of Resolution 17.05 Spring 2015, Establish Local Noncredit Liaison Position, to encourage local senates to establish a noncredit liaison position at each college to facilitate communication among local noncredit faculty, the local academic senates, and the ASCCC. Senate positions on specific issues within noncredit education are briefly reviewed below.

Curriculum

An ongoing issue with noncredit instruction is where it fits with existing, credit curriculum and how best to incorporate it into the rapidly changing landscape of basic-skills and other below-transfer curriculum. The Academic Senate has consistently taken positions affirming the need for all types of instruction and encouraging colleges to use pedagogy and not apportionment as the basis for decisions governing the placement of courses into credit vs. noncredit. For example, 9.14 Fall 2015, Resolution in Support of Credit ESL, affirmed that the right to decide the credit or noncredit status for any class is an academic and professional matter and hence under the purview of the local academic senate. Resolution 9.02 Fall 2011, Defining Credit and Noncredit Basic Skills and Basic Skills Apportionment also affirmed the role of pedagogy in making curricular decisions about noncredit courses but urged the Student Success Task Force to work with the Chancellor’s Office and other stakeholders to adopt apportionment rates that would not penalize colleges for developing noncredit basic skills courses.

Another challenge noncredit courses and programs have faced, especially in times of state and local budget cuts, has been the decision on the part of many colleges to convert these courses and programs into fee-based Community Education programs. The Academic Senate has consistently opposed this practice because disadvantaged students may be deprived of access to fee-based courses and programs due to their cost, and because noncredit faculty in many districts have little or no input in the decision-making processes at their colleges (Resolution 9.06 Spring 2010, Curricular Priorities Versus Budget-Driven Priorities).

The Senate has also cautioned against transferring noncredit courses and programs to Adult Education Programs without first ensuring that the appropriate transition pathways are in place to assist student progress from Adult Ed into the community college (Resolution 13.01 Fall 2011, Supporting Student Access).
Attendance accounting and MIS coding of noncredit instruction is handled elsewhere in this paper, but in terms of curricular issues surrounding coding and other matters, the Academic Senate has worked to develop and apply rubrics to bring noncredit courses into alignment with credit courses wherever possible. For example, Resolution 9.08 Spring 2010, Application of Rubrics to Recode Noncredit Courses Prior to Transfer (CB 21 Rubrics), established CB21 tracking rubrics for noncredit courses similar to those previously adopted for below-transfer credit courses.

Distance Education carries with it its own set of challenges and opportunities. Primary among these are a number of regulatory and fiscal barriers to offering noncredit courses via distance education, but over the past few years the Senate has worked with the Chancellor’s Office to address many of these issues and to educate the colleges about online noncredit and its potential for students. Resolution 7.02 Fall 2017, Identify and Remove Barriers to Offering Noncredit Distance Education Courses, directed the Senate to work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and other system partners to identify and eliminate regulatory and fiscal barriers to offering noncredit courses via distance education. Even with this progress, colleges struggle to collect apportionment for these courses given the required changes to local SIS systems.

In Fall 2017 the Chancellor’s Office implemented a streamlined process for approval of credit courses. The new process relies on a college providing a document certifying that the college complies with all Title 5 regulations with respect to its curriculum. Noncredit instruction was excluded from this new process, primarily because of Title 5 language that requires a full review by the Chancellor’s Office to ensure the curriculum meets the criteria for one of the allowable categories of noncredit and is eligible for apportionment. However, the review process can delay the implementation of noncredit curriculum, and the Academic Senate recently adopted Resolution 9.02 Fall 2018 Equalize Noncredit Curriculum Processes to Align with Local Approval of Credit Curriculum Processes, to direct the Academic Senate to work with the Chancellor’s Office to revise Title 5 language and create a process that aligns noncredit approval processes with those of credit curriculum.

Other Academic and Professional Matters

Noncredit faculty are overwhelmingly part-time, are generally paid less than their credit counterparts and, in some districts, are considered non-faculty, fee-for-service employees and are not included in the local faculty bargaining unit. In recognition of this, the Academic Senate has taken a number of positions in support of noncredit faculty.

The Academic Senate took a major step forward in support of noncredit faculty in Spring 2010, when the Academic Senate called for the placement of minimum qualifications for noncredit faculty in the Disciplines List, instead of in Title 5 §53412 (Resolutions 10.01 Spring 2010 Noncredit Minimum Qualifications, and 10.03 Spring 2010 Removing Faculty Minimum Qualifications from Title 5). Including noncredit minimum qualifications with credit minimum qualifications in the Disciplines List establishes noncredit faculty as faculty in every sense of the term. The efforts of the Academic Senate to make this a reality were successful; beginning in 2014 the ten state-approved noncredit subject categories were incorporated in the Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in the California Community Colleges (known as
the Disciplines List). One major advantage in placing noncredit faculty minimum qualifications on the Discipline List is that it has made it much harder for districts to continue to exclude noncredit faculty from participation in faculty bargaining units.

The Academic Senate has also adopted resolutions calling for support for the hiring of full-time noncredit faculty and the adjustment of the FON to include noncredit faculty (7.01 F14 Restructure the FON to Include Noncredit Faculty, 6.04 S15 Support Legislation on Full-time Faculty Hiring, Full-Time Noncredit Hiring, and Part-Time Office Hours, 7.01 F18 Redefine the Faculty Obligation Number to Include Noncredit Faculty). Given that noncredit courses and programs are likely to increase in number due to legislation (e.g. AB 705) and state initiatives, making a place for noncredit faculty in system-wide faculty accounting metrics would facilitate districts’ progress toward meeting the requirements of mandates such as the 50% law, the 75% law and the FON.

The increased role of noncredit in community college curriculum has also contributed to a renewed interest on the part of the Academic Senate in providing support for districts seeking to eliminate the practice of differential load between lecture and laboratory hours (19.02 S16 Career Technical Education and Laboratory/Activity Faculty and College Governance). This practice prevents many faculty from participating fully in shared governance because their work loads are higher than those who teach lecture-only courses. It is also highly detrimental to students, in that it provides a disincentive for faculty to adopt activity-based and noncredit course modalities because of the increased teaching load. The Academic Senate recommends that local academic senates work with their bargaining units to investigate this potential issue and determine if it must be addressed during contract negotiations.

In acknowledgment of the complexity of noncredit instruction and the need for faculty to have access to up-to-date training materials, the Academic Senate adopted Resolution 12.01 S17, Professional Development College Modules on Noncredit, that called for the Academic Senate to design and implement a Professional Development College module that provides training on recent developments affecting noncredit.

Student Services

The Academic Senate has taken a number of positions in support of expanded access and better outcomes and opportunities for students who enroll in noncredit courses and programs. One barrier to access for many noncredit students is the applications process itself, as the CCCApply Standard Application is designed for students pursuing credit certificates and degrees and is a significant deterrent for students who only wish to take noncredit classes. Academic Senate Resolution 16.02 Fall 2016, Modification of the CCCApply Standard Application for Noncredit Students called for the development of a streamlined application process designed for noncredit enrollment. Title 5, §58003.3 includes language that prevents districts from collecting apportionment for noncredit enrollments by undocumented students, which is not aligned with the criteria of AB 540 (Firebaugh, 2001) that allows undocumented students to enroll in credit programs. Resolution 7.06 Fall 2017, Access to Noncredit Courses for Undocumented Students, affirmed the Senate’s position of support for access to noncredit instruction for all students and directed the Academic Senate to work with the Chancellor’s Office to repeal Title 5, §58003.3.
The tracking of student progress in noncredit courses has been somewhat of a challenge, as Title 5 language did not allow for much flexibility in this regard. The Senate took steps to rectify this with Resolution 14.02 Spring 2014, Local Use of Available Noncredit Progress Indicators with the Chancellor’s Office to elevate the priority of the requested Title 5 change to allow for the use of Satisfactory Progress (SP) as a viable progress indicator; however, many colleges do not have the financial resources necessary to incorporate this new metric into their Student Information System (SIS).

A number of colleges are expanding noncredit offerings to include programs that mirror credit programs in many respects, but there are barriers to full integration at both the local and statewide level. One such barrier is the fact that colleges may not collect apportionment for noncredit internship opportunities that might otherwise be of benefit to students in certain noncredit programs. Resolution 7.04 Fall 2017, Internship Opportunities for Students Enrolled in Noncredit Courses and Programs called upon the Senate to work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and other system partners to identify and eliminate state-level barriers to providing internship opportunities for students enrolled in noncredit courses and programs.

**Statewide Initiatives**

Noncredit instruction is likely to become an important component of curriculum designed to meet the requirements of recent, statewide mandates and initiatives such as Guided Pathways and AB 705. In recognition of this, the Senate adopted Resolution 7.03 Spring 2018, Including Noncredit in All Student Success Statewide Initiatives, which directed the Academic Senate to work with the Chancellor’s Office and system partners to identify noncredit programs as integral components of all current and future student success efforts, including Guided Pathways, to ensure the inclusion of noncredit allocation in the initial release of statewide initiatives and to support colleges and districts in their efforts to include noncredit programs in their planning and implementation efforts. The Senate also adopted Resolution 17.01 Spring 2018, Noncredit Instruction in Guided Pathways Efforts, to acknowledge the importance of Career Development and College Preparation (CDCP) noncredit instruction as a valuable bridge for underprepared students as they transition into college. This resolution further directed the Senate to provide guidance to local senates on how best to use CDCP instruction in guided pathways implementation efforts.

**Legislative Changes to Noncredit**

**Adult Education Realignment**

In 2013-14, the state sought to restructure adult education by creating a clear and cohesive alignment for the delivery of adult education programs and services between the California Community College system and K-12 system. This came on the heels of two reports by the Legislative Analyst’s Office’s (LAO) report “Restructuring California’s Adult Education System” (December 2012) and the Little Hoover Commission’s report “Serving Students, Serving California” (February 2012). Both reports compared the similarities and disconnects between the two systems and concluded that current separate structures for statewide services
were not adequately meeting the educational needs for adult learners. Acting upon recommendations from the LAO and discussions between the two systems, Assembly Bill 86 was signed into law by Governor Brown in 2013. A March 2014 ASCCC Rostrum article “AB 86: A Brief History and Current State of Affairs from the Noncredit Task Force” provides a comprehensive summary of the history and driving forces behind the realignment of California adult education, along with the ASCCC recommendation for local and state senates’ participation.

Fast forward to the present day, and significant policies have emerged beyond AB 86 and creation of the regional plans and consortia. The 2015-16 Budget Act allocated $500 million in ongoing Proposition 98 dollars to fund adult education, and specifically, Chapter 13 of 2015 (AB 104, Committee on Budget), created the Adult Education Block Grant (AEBG). Funding was established to move forward the restructuring that began in 2013 and then subsequently identified in the regional consortia 3-year plans. Under the restructuring, consortia would implement plan goals to improve coordination and better serve the needs of adult learners within each region.

There are 71 consortia comprised of adult education providers within boundaries that coincide with community college district service areas. Consortia membership is clearly defined as school and community college districts, county offices of education (COEs), and joint powers agencies (JPAs). Each official member is required to be represented by a designee named by the member’s governing board. There are also stipulations that consortia will have partners such as other adult education and workforce service providers (such as local libraries, community organizations, and workforce investment boards) to provide input on implementing the regional plan. Funding is only allocated to official consortia members.

State law authorized five program areas under AB 86, but as part of AB 104 program areas were expanded to seven. Thus, the list below reflects existing program areas along with the two new programs for which consortia can use AEBG funds:

- Elementary and secondary reading, writing, and mathematics (basic skills).
- English as a second language and other programs for immigrants.
- Workforce preparation for adults (including senior citizens) entering or re-entering the workforce. *
- Short-term career technical education with high employment potential.
- Pre-apprenticeship training activities coordinated with approved apprenticeship programs.
- Programs for adults with disabilities.
- Programs designed to develop knowledge and skills that enable adults (including senior citizens) to help children to succeed in school. *

* New program areas

Initial AEBG funding was allocated based on two criteria: 1) $375 million for K-12 adult education providers based on their 2012-13 funding base and 2) $125 million for need-based funding. The statute designated need to be determined within each region by the measure of the
adult population, employment, immigration, educational attainment and adult literacy. Community college allocations have been derived from the need-based funding portion and determined by each consortium’s governing board. The statute also ensured that for subsequent years individual consortium members would not receive less than the previous year’s funding. Moreover, AB 104 also contains language directed at member effectiveness which has led to emphasis on defining what constitutes an effective member.

The Governor’s 2018-19 budget brought the most significant changes to AB 104 since it was signed into law in 2015. The changes included an increase in the fund from $500 million to $527 million mostly due to a 4.3% COLA increase. The budget also provided $5 million ongoing dollars for data projects to track student outcomes. Another important addition to the budget was the inclusion of a trailer bill that set a cap of 5% on the indirect rate that may be charged by a K-12 district or community college. Further, the budget package renamed the Adult Education Block Grant to the “Adult Education Program (AEP)” which came as a result of consortia members needing to dispel the myth that AEBG funds were categorical and not ongoing. Some member institutions had been limited to investing in permanent staffing or expanding program offerings until the type of funding was clarified. And finally, the 3-year regional plan update was delayed until 2019 so that consortia could reflect on their outcome data and current progress as well as member effectiveness.

One of the most significant impacts on the regional consortia and adult education was the establishment of statewide adult education metrics which reconciled the disparities between the K-12 and community college data systems used to collect these data elements. In summer 2017, field teams comprised of the Chancellor’s Office, the California Department of Education, workforce agencies, and community college and K-12 practitioners convened for several meetings to identify and establish data elements that would adequately and consistently represent progress for adult education students across the state. Within these discussions emerged a decision to create data elements within community college Management Information System (MIS) so that colleges would not be required to use K-12 data collection systems. Beginning in 2018-19 adult education outcome data from community college students accessing noncredit instruction and services are now being collected through MIS. The Chancellor’s Office has established the majority of the data elements, but the process is still evolving. Colleges are working to create capacity within their own data systems to accurately collect California Adult Education Program (CAEP) student data. Moreover, there is still important faculty work needed in order to update CB 21 levels for noncredit English, math, and reading, and to ensure that measurable skill gains (MSGs) can be collected for noncredit students in MIS.

Related to the metrics, AB 2098 which focuses on immigrant integration was approved and signed by the Governor in September 2018. The intent of this bill is to address the lack of metrics for immigrant students by incorporating immigrant integration metrics consistent with English Language Civics ("EL Civics") and associated Civic Objectives and Additional Assessment Plans (COAAPs) that are already in use for federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) reporting purposes into the Adult Education Program. Doing so will help preserve and ensure access and support for these students who are most in need of the programs and services and to demonstrate outcomes and progress for these students. Moreover, reporting these types of outcomes will also show the scope and diversity of services delivered by
noncredit and K-12 adult education programs. Consortia members have the flexibility of choosing whether to collect these data as the policy is not mandate, nor did it include additional funding.

**Strong Workforce and Noncredit**

In June 2016, the California Legislature and the Governor approved Strong Workforce Program funding for the purpose of improving the skills of low-wage workers and increasing the numbers of middle-skilled employees. To achieve this, funds of up to $250 million annually have been directed to colleges and regions in order to collect economic and workforce data, develop curriculum in high demand areas, promote professional development, and ensure regional collaboration and coordination.

The majority of regional and local funding is allocated annually to credit career and technical education (CTE) programs in order to achieve regional outcomes. And although some regions and colleges have allocated funding specifically for noncredit projects, this has not occurred frequently. For those regions that have committed funds to noncredit programs, projects are focused on creating pathways to credit and employment. Further, there are unique noncredit Strong Workforce Program (SWP) metrics achievable by noncredit CTE or short-term vocational (STV) programs and students. These metrics include the completion of 48 hours of attendance in noncredit STV courses, achievement of local noncredit vocational certificates and state Career Development and College Preparation Certificates of Completion, and attainment of employment and wage increases.

With the onset of the CCCCO’s Guided Pathways Award Program, noncredit vocational coursework is an increasingly viable way to prepare students for credit CTE coursework and then support students in credit career education programs. This can be done by faculty through the development and offering of mirrored noncredit courses and pre-CTE courses, along with the collaboration with high schools and K-12 adult schools faculty.

**AB 705**

The signing of AB 705 (Irwin) in October of 2017 fundamentally changed placement and instruction in mathematics, English, and English as a Second Language for credit and noncredit students. The law requires colleges to maximize the likelihood that students enter and complete a transfer level course in mathematics and English composition in one year and that ESL students should complete a transfer level composition course within three years. While these timelines do not apply to noncredit students, the implementation of the law will directly impact noncredit programs.

One potential impact for noncredit programs is the need to offer basic skills and lower level ESL courses to a greater number of students, with many of the additional students coming from the college’s credit program. With new limitations on the length of credit ESL sequences and the placement of students into below transfer courses in mathematics and English, some colleges are considering offering far fewer sections, and in some cases no sections at all, of these courses. While some believe that these courses are no longer needed, there will be students that still want to access them and would benefit from completing them. For these students, the availability of
noncredit versions of these courses would allow them to enroll in the course that they feel best meets their needs while not having to pay any additional course fees. The noncredit versions of these courses could be scheduled through “managed enrollment” to make it more familiar for credit students or they could be scheduled as open entry/open exit to allow students greater flexibility in how they access the course content. While noncredit students are not subject to the timeline restrictions created by AB 705, credit students may only be placed into a noncredit course if the college can demonstrate that the placement aligns with the new legal requirements.

An additional impact on noncredit programs is the use of noncredit corequisites to support the needs of credit students. AB 705 specifically states that a “community college district or college shall minimize the impact on student financial aid and unit requirements for the degree by exploring embedded support and low or noncredit support options.” The use of noncredit corequisite support courses have some significant advantages for students and colleges. Noncredit courses can be regularly scheduled and mirrored with an equivalent credit course, but the noncredit version would not have any enrollment fees and students would be able to retake the support course even if they have successfully completed it previously. Noncredit support courses could also be offered as open entry/open exit allowing students to enroll in the course after the typical enrollment period for credit courses and students would be allowed to only attend the course for the skills where they require additional assistance.

For colleges that do not currently offer noncredit instruction, utilizing the flexibility that noncredit offers may require a significant investment of institutional resources. One of the possible advantages of AB 705’s adoption is that it will encourage colleges to develop noncredit curriculum when they had previously decided to not explore noncredit options. While the expansion of noncredit into other colleges was not the primary intent of AB 705, it is a very likely consequence of the legislation.

Guided Pathways

Exploring new noncredit options including tutoring, and also repurposing existing noncredit course offerings present new opportunities for colleges and students in the era of AB 705 and local guided pathways implementation (Freitas, 2018). Both AB 705 and Guided Pathways aim to close achievement gaps. As mentioned above, noncredit courses can serve as bridges to various career technical and other credit courses. In addition, some colleges are utilizing noncredit courses as prerequisites or corequisites to credit English and math courses in order to comply with the AB 705 and guided pathways requirements outlined in the trailer bill language (Freitas, 2018). When modularized, these noncredit developmental courses qualify for CDCP certificates.

Credit and noncredit programs should work together to provide students, instructors, and counselors with a clear understanding of all the career and academic pathways available at the college. On the one hand, it is important that often underrepresented noncredit students are introduced to and encouraged to pursue more advanced career credentials or degree programs that lead to family sustaining jobs or careers in high-demand fields when appropriate. Noncredit students can be exposed to varied career and academic pathways, set goals, and start preparing for credit options early in their academic journey. On the other hand, it is equally important that students who are on a pathway to a credit career technical certificate, an associate degree, or
transfer are presented with the support options noncredit can offer that build basic skills at no cost to the students without affecting their financial aid status when such support is beneficial.

Residency Requirements

AB 540 (2001) granted access to in-state tuition for undocumented and other eligible students at California’s public colleges and universities. This bill allowed undocumented students that are residents of California to qualify for the $46/unit fee for credit instruction. Unfortunately, noncredit programs were not given this type of flexibility. For many years, Title 5 §58003.3 restricted colleges from collecting apportionment for any hours of noncredit instruction provided to undocumented students. Because of this restriction, many colleges chose to collect information about a student’s immigration status, which forced some students to forgo their education.

On May 14, 2018, the Board of Governors approved the following new language for §58003.3:

Notwithstanding section 68062 of the Education Code, for the purposes of crediting community college attendance for apportionments from the State School Fund, a community college district may claim the attendance of students living in California enrolled in noncredit courses in the district.

With the passage and chaptering of this revised regulation, colleges are now able to collect apportionment for any student wishing to enroll in a noncredit course and they are no longer required to collect information about the student’s immigration status. This provides a huge benefit to students because they will not have to fear possible deportation just because they are trying to better themselves through education and colleges will not be required to collect any information about the student that has no impact on the educational services the college provides.

Challenges for Noncredit Programs

If noncredit instruction is going to help meet the needs of adult learners in California, it is time to provide noncredit students, faculty, and programs with resources that permit the same level of instruction and support enjoyed by credit students. Current funding for noncredit programs is inadequate (despite improvement provided by SB 361), staffing levels of full-time faculty are even more inadequate; student support services are missing or minimal; faculty workload expectations discourage effective class preparation and monitoring of student work let alone impromptu interactions; faculty struggle to participate in program development and local governance; and peer review as provided through Education Code, Title 5, program review or accreditation is not always adequate. In this section we examine some specific problem areas and suggest possible solutions to ensure that noncredit programs can offer their students the same academic integrity as credit programs by providing comparable levels and quality of instructional and support services.
Funding

Noncredit enrollments have a long history of being funded at a level substantially below that of credit instruction although prior to implementation of the 1981 Behr Commission report, they received equal funding. In 2006 legislation approved an enhanced rate of CDCP funding (Career Development and Career Preparation) that gradually increased to matching the equivalent credit rate of funding in 2015. Noncredit CDCP courses, however, still maintain the positive attendance accounting model which inevitably leads to lower apportionment dollars. In addition, CDCP courses are defined only if there are a sequence of courses leading to a Certificate of Completion for those programs that lead to improved employability or job placement opportunities, or for a Certificate of Competency in a recognized career field by articulating with college-level course work, completion of an associate degree, or transfer to a four-year degree program. These CDCP certificates include classes and courses in elementary and secondary basic skills, workforce preparation, short term vocational programs with high employment potential as well as ESL (English as a Second Language) and VESL (Vocational English as a Second Language.) Funding for the remaining noncredit categories remained -- and still remains -- at approximately 60% of the credit rate. This two-tier funding model is confusing for colleges and provides little incentive to support areas such as Adults with Substantial Disabilities, Older Adults, and Parent Education programs. Case in point - these specialized populations are not eligible for CDCP funding via Certificates of Competency or Completion.

An additional challenge still facing noncredit programs is securing an appropriate share of local general fund income. Noncredit programs are not categorically funded and are paid for with a part of the general fund revenue a district receives. The allocation of general fund expenditures is a purely local decision; thus, there is considerable statewide variation in the amount of resources different districts decide to allocate to their noncredit programs. Furthermore, with the merging of grant programs under SEA (Student Equity Achievement Program), there are no longer funds earmarked specifically for noncredit such as the NCSSSP (Noncredit Student Services Support Program). Additionally, noncredit students are increasingly vulnerable to limited resources as they are not included in the metrics for many of the major initiatives and funding. Noncredit practitioners have already experienced what occurs when separate funds are not specifically allocated to noncredit. Since the introduction of the Student Equity grant in 2014, colleges have primarily used grant funds to fund programs targeting credit students although the original allocations were based on demographic information that included noncredit students. In fact, a strong case could be made that all noncredit students are disproportionately impacted.

In the spring of 2018 a new performance-based funding formula for California Community Colleges was passed by legislation. Colleges’ apportionment will be determined by base allocations as well as performance metrics relating to equity and student success. At this time, noncredit courses, CDCP and regular noncredit classes, are not included in the success metrics for the new Student Centered Funding Formula and are funded based solely on hours accrued. While this exclusion of performance-based funding initially appears favorable for college revenue, there are risks associated with being outside of the student performance metrics. Not being able to reflect the success of noncredit students demonstrates a potential inequity for students and does not promote noncredit instruction as critical to the California Community Colleges’ mission.
Recommendations

1. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to revise regulations and the Student Attendance Accounting Manual to provide noncredit attendance accounting options in addition to positive attendance in a manner similar to those available for credit courses.

2. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and system partners to develop noncredit measures for the Student Centered Funding Formula to ensure that noncredit students are included in the access and equity metrics.

Full-Time Faculty

The extremely low ratio of full-time to part-time faculty is perhaps the most glaring symbol of the inferior status accorded noncredit programs by some funding and policy makers. The Senate has long cited research showing that full-time faculty are the best investment a college can make in its students’ success and showing correlation between instruction by full-time faculty and measures such as student completion and graduation (LAO, 2017). While part-time faculty are often excellent classroom teachers, promoting long-term student success means providing faculty who are available to students outside of the classroom and for program assessment and development.

For noncredit instruction, there are unique challenges for the instruction of those classes taught in an open-entry/ open exit environment with students entering the class at different points without the benefit of developing earlier foundational skills. Because adult students have varying gaps in their academic knowledge, it is not uncommon to have a wide spectrum of ability in a given class. Thus, pedagogy becomes increasingly important with instructors scaffolding lessons to different groups in the classroom. Given many students have failed traditional basic skills class in mathematics and English, it is equally important to employ different teaching strategies to enable students to succeed.

Full-time faculty identify with, commit to, and serve their colleges, their programs, and their students in ways that cannot be expected of part-time faculty. An absence of full-time faculty is likely to mean that there is no meaningful faculty voice to advocate for noncredit students and programs and that faculty responsibilities such as curriculum development are carried out by program staff or administrators. In AB 1725, the legislature set 75% of hours taught as the goal for the percentage of credit instruction to be provided by full-time faculty. This was reaffirmed by the Assembly in 2017 (ACR 32) and the Chancellor’s Office was called on to establish “goals for full-time faculty and compensation parity for faculty teaching noncredit education.” Unfortunately, many districts interpret this number as a maximum – a ceiling rather than a floor – although the original Education code language clearly stated “at least” (Walton, 2014) There is no corresponding goal for noncredit instruction and often colleges feel justified in not providing more noncredit instructional faculty because noncredit counseling faculty do count towards the faculty obligation number.
The Academic Senate has never disputed the idea that exigencies like enrollment fluctuation and the need for faculty with current expertise in technical fields create the need for institutions to employ part-time faculty in certain areas. However, the current 5% figure for the percentage of noncredit instruction taught by full-time faculty goes far beyond any justifiable need for flexibility. Many of the problems and solutions identified here echo the conclusions and recommendations in the Academic Senate’s 2002 paper on the use of part-time faculty in general, “Part-Time Faculty: A Principled Perspective”. However, they take on a new urgency in the noncredit area, given its much higher use of part-time faculty and the complete lack of regulation or goals for improvement.

Few districts have reached the 75% goal for credit instruction. The average for districts across the state has decreased in recent years and is now below 60%. Many districts are below 50%. From the perspective of full-time noncredit faculty, however, the circumstances of full-time credit faculty look remarkably good. A survey conducted for the Academic Senate’s 2006 noncredit paper determined that statewide full-time faculty provide only 5% of noncredit instruction; this means, of course, that the level is even lower at many colleges, and in some colleges noncredit is taught entirely by part-time faculty. Noncredit instruction historically was funded at a lower rate than credit giving some administrators a reason that the institution could not support full-time noncredit faculty.

As mentioned above, such decisions affecting the academic integrity of a program are made in the local budget allocation process and should not be based exclusively on economic grounds. (Colleges would not commit to many high-cost career and technical programs were the reimbursement for such programs is the sole criteria for offering them.) The state’s rationale for increasing the CDCP rate to 100 percent of the credit rate was three-fold:

- **Program Costs.** A subset of noncredit programs may have above-average costs due to expensive equipment, supplies, and facilities, as well as lower student-to-faculty ratios.
- **Program Quality.** An increased funding rate could facilitate the hiring of more full-time faculty. Colleges typically have a low share of full-time faculty in their noncredit programs compared with their credit programs. The lack of full-time faculty can hamper course and program development, faculty coordination, and program oversight.
- **Financial Incentives.** Equal funding rates would remove the incentive to emphasize degree and transfer programs over noncredit programs.

Enhanced funding for CDCP and the increased funding for noncredit has hopefully provided some incentive to hire more full-time noncredit faculty.

**Recommendation**

The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to establish both interim and final goals for a noncredit full-time to part-time faculty ratio—perhaps by amending regulations to mandate that a portion of any additional noncredit funds be used to hire additional full-time noncredit faculty.
Unique Workload Challenges

While working conditions are not generally under the purview of the Academic Senate, the circumstances in which noncredit instruction takes place raise significant concerns about the broader quality of instruction being provided to students. Despite the excellence of individual instructors, the overall academic environment for noncredit students is deficient in several ways because of the direct effects of faculty workload. Full-time noncredit faculty are generally, but not always, on the same salary schedule as their full-time for credit counterparts. However, they almost always have a higher workload in terms of direct classroom contact hours. This is particularly pernicious because the automatic, underlying assumption behind teaching more classroom hours is that noncredit faculty do not need time to prepare for class, or to evaluate and respond to student work, or to provide feedback in the broader ways cited above as important to student success. In certain noncredit classes this assumption may be valid, but it is not the case in CDCP classes, and the calculation of appropriate faculty load needs to be undertaken with much more care. In addition, part-time noncredit faculty are often paid on a lower salary scale than their part-time credit counterparts, which can create higher turnover as well as difficulty recruiting talented and industry specific faculty.

In part because noncredit instruction is often based on a fundamentally different enrollment model (open entry/open exit), faculty often do not have the same student population from the beginning to the end of the class, and student work performed outside of class—a Title 5 requirement in degree applicable credit instruction—is treated differently in noncredit instruction. These factors combine to require appreciably more contact hours for noncredit faculty than would be required of a credit faculty member teaching the same load. What has gone unnoticed is many CDCP classes have standard entry/exit, students are assessed and receive grades. The rigor of the class is complementary to the credit side; the students just don’t receive credits. Spending more time in the classroom by individual faculty members means less time available to prepare for class, assign and evaluate student homework assignments, or participate in program planning, development, or assessment. Most noncredit faculty, in part because of the heavy use of part-time faculty, also have fewer available facilities and fewer requirements to make office hours available to students.

Increased workload also makes it more difficult for noncredit faculty to involve themselves in the academic and professional life of their colleges even when they wish to do so. While credit faculty sometimes question the burden imposed by institutional service when half to a third of faculty are part-time, the burden of institutional service is much heavier on full-time noncredit faculty, who comprise less than 5% of the faculty in noncredit instruction.

All of these problems are exacerbated under compressed calendars. While matching credit and noncredit calendars can facilitate student transitions, noncredit programs should seriously consider the potential detrimental effects on their programs of any decision to change the calendar without first resolving the issues of excessive faculty load.
Recommendation

1. Local academic senates and bargaining units should collaborate to ensure that equitable working conditions for noncredit faculty are used to provide equitable services to noncredit students in an effort to ensure quality and effective programs and services.
2. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the Chancellor’s Office to investigate and address and calendar issues impacting noncredit faculty.

Effective Participation in Governance

The enormous over-reliance on part-time noncredit faculty also raises significant problems for effective participation of noncredit faculty in governance. Since both “Educational program development” and “Standards or policies regarding student preparation and success” are collegial consultation areas in which governing boards and faculty senates must cooperate, the lack of full-time noncredit faculty available within a college means that local senates lack faculty expertise in an area in which they themselves must act as expert advisors to their governing boards. This clearly has undesirable consequences for the quality of program development, curriculum development, practices supporting student success, the ability of the local senate to create educational policy, and ultimately the quality of noncredit instructional programs.

Recommendations

1. Local academic senates should work with their bargaining units to ensure that the workloads of full-time noncredit faculty include institutional service should provide the ability for noncredit faculty to participate in a comparable manner to credit faculty.
2. Local academic senates should encourage the inclusion of noncredit faculty in collegial governance.

Curriculum and Program Development

Curriculum Requirements and Process

There are ten legislated instructional areas that colleges can develop and offer courses under noncredit. Nine of the noncredit instructional areas are defined in Ed. Code § 84757 and the tenth in Title 5 § 55151 (PCAH). The ten areas are:

1. English as A Second Language (ESL)
2. Immigrant Education
3. Elementary and Secondary Basic Skills
4. Health and Safety
5. Substantial Disabilities
6. Parenting
7. Home Economics or family and consumer sciences
8. Courses for Older Adults
9. Short-term Vocational Programs
10. Workforce Preparation

Colleges with approved apprenticeship agreements have the ability to offer noncredit apprenticeship programs. In addition to the 10 areas, noncredit programs may offer supervised tutoring and learning assistance in support of another course or courses (Title 5 § 58172). For those open entry/open exit courses that provide supplemental learning assistance, “the COR for the supplemental open entry/open exit course must identify the course or courses it supports, as well as the specific learning objectives the student is to pursue...the supplemental COR must be prepared in light of the primary course objectives, but the hours for the supplemental COR will then be based on the objectives and related assignments specified in the supplemental COR (PCAH p. 115).

**CDCP vs non-CDCP**

All noncredit courses and any connected programs that qualify for state apportionment must be approved by the State Chancellor’s office. “The Chancellor’s Office reviews community college proposals within the context of title 5. Community college noncredit course and program approval must be submitted electronically using the Chancellor’s Office Curriculum Inventory” (PCAH). The five criteria used by the Chancellor’s Office to approve noncredit programs and courses are as follows:

1. Appropriateness to Mission
2. Need
3. Curriculum Standards
4. Adequate Resources
5. Compliance (PCAH)

At the local level, the noncredit curriculum development and approval process is similar to that of the credit process and requires a local curriculum committee and district governing board approval. Some colleges include approval of noncredit curriculum under the purview of the local credit curriculum committee. Colleges can create a local curriculum guide to address some of the questions about credit purview over noncredit curriculum.

Local districts are responsible for ensuring that the submitted Course Outline of Record (COR) contains all required elements (PCAH). The Course Outline of Record (COR) is a legal contract between the faculty, students, and the college and must contain certain required elements that are outlined in §55002 of Title 5. The following 5 elements are required in noncredit CORs (PCAH):

1. Number of contact hours normally required for a student to complete the course
2. Catalog description
3. Objectives
4. Content in terms of assignments and/or activities
5. Methods of evaluation for determining whether the stated objectives have been met
6. Methods of Instruction
Additionally, the following fields are recommended to be included in noncredit CORs (PCAH):

1. Course number and title
2. Status (noncredit versus credit or others)
3. Contact Hours
4. Catalog Description
5. Prerequisites, corequisites, advisories on recommended preparation, or other enrollment limitations (if any)
6. Field Trips
7. Assignments and/or Other Activities

It is a responsibility of the local curriculum committee, which must be “established by mutual agreement between the college and/or district administration and the local Academic Senate”, to ensure that the courses recommended for approval “cover the appropriate subject matter and uses resource materials, teaching methods and standards of attendance and achievement that the committee deems appropriate of the enrolled students” (PCAH).

_Mirroring of Credit and Noncredit Courses_

Mirroring existing credit classes into noncredit class offerings addresses the unique college and career goals of adult education noncredit students who are interested in exploring the rigor and expectation of credit courses without the pressure of the credit course such as the tuition fees, the Carnegie rule, and the course repeatability restrictions. Additionally, students are able to achieve Career Development and College Preparation Certificates of Completion in the CTE discipline and Certificates of Competency in ESL.

A mirrored class COR includes the exact same content and required fields as the credit class COR and goes through a similar approval process. These mirrored courses are listed in the schedule of classes, and usually have the credit faculty as the instructor of record. Noncredit students register for the noncredit course, but there is often a limit on how many noncredit students may enroll. The number of seats available to noncredit students is decided discipline by discipline. Noncredit students attend the course lectures and/or labs throughout the given semester and are required to complete the same work and assignments as the credit students enrolled in the dual-listed credit course. The significant difference is that the noncredit students will earn a Pass/Some Progress/No Pass grade while the credit students will earn a letter grade after completing the course.

Mirrored courses provide an opportunity for institutions to bridge pathways for the adult noncredit learner populations to achieve academic success in credit courses. Mirrored courses also provide an opportunity to build new, and strengthen existing, relationships across campus and with industry partners. There are also areas of growth which promote effective articulation agreements and incorporate more accurate metrics and analytics to support more mirrored classes into ongoing institutional student-focused guided pathways and meta-major framework from college to career.
Noncredit as Prerequisites and Corequisites

The use of noncredit courses to serve as a prerequisite or a corequisite to a credit or noncredit course was not explicitly included in §55003, but the Chancellor’s Office maintained that it was permissible. Initially, it was believed that noncredit courses could be used to satisfy prerequisite or corequisite requirements, but that a student (either credit or noncredit) could not be required to take a specific noncredit course.

In August 2018, the Chancellor’s Office and the Academic Senate (released a set of frequently asked questions related to the local implementation of AB 705 (Irwin, 2017) that stated that colleges could require students to enroll in a noncredit prerequisite or corequisite if the requirement was validated. This is a significant shift in interpretation that has been codified in the 2019 revisions to §55003.

Colleges have the ability to use noncredit courses to meet prerequisite requirements. This would allow colleges to shift basic skills courses out of the credit program and offer them as noncredit courses where students would not be required to pay fees. There are advantages to offering basic skills instruction through noncredit, including reduced unit accumulation, no course fees, more flexible scheduling options, and the courses are outcomes based. Colleges considering this option should remember that many credit students are required to take a minimum number of units to maintain financial aid eligibility.

The use of noncredit corequisites allows colleges to offer support courses for credit courses in mathematics, English, and English as a Second Language where the student will be able to re-enroll in the support course until they are able to successfully complete the parent course. These courses could be scheduled as open entry/open exit, allowing the student to drop in when they need additional support, but not be forced to attend support every week if they don’t need it. The courses could also be offered via managed enrollment and offered as a mirrored course where students can be enrolled in either a credit or noncredit version of the support course. With the recent changes to Title 5, colleges will be able to require students to enroll in noncredit corequisites, just like they would with a credit corequisite, but the student will not be forced to pay any additional course fees.

Course Repetition

Since the modifications to Title 5 §55041 in 2012, community colleges have been exploring different options to address the loss of most course repeatability. While noncredit courses cannot replace all of the loss of repeatability in the fine and performing arts because those courses do not typically fit within the allowed areas of noncredit instruction, students are permitted to re-enroll in noncredit courses without petition.

Many colleges have encountered challenges accessing the course repetition options available in Title 5 §55040 because students do not want to complete the required petition necessary to retake the credit course. In some cases, the college can create equivalent noncredit courses, particularly in vocational programs where recertification may be required, and a student can enroll in those courses as many times as they choose. This is an excellent option for students that do not require
units, but just need to complete a course that allows them to demonstrate competency. These repeated enrollments would have no course fees.

For courses in the fine and performing arts, it is possible that colleges could create courses for older adults that would allow some students to participate in things like theatrical productions or a choir, but these courses would only be allowable under the older adults category of noncredit instruction and would be funded at the traditional noncredit rate. Open access courses that are equivalent to existing credit courses in areas like music, art, theater, and dance are not likely to fit within any of the allowed areas of noncredit instruction and would be rejected by the Chancellor’s Office when submitted for approval.

While noncredit does give access to courses that can essentially be repeated, not all credit courses that lost repeatability are appropriate for noncredit instruction and those that are may not be a better solution than having students complete a petition to retake the existing credit course.

**Competency Based Education, Digital Badging, and Micro-Credentials**

Competency based education has become an important part of education that directly aligns with noncredit instruction. Noncredit courses are an effective and convenient way for busy working adults to gain employability skills, to upskill for career advancement, and update their knowledge to meet the ever-changing job demands. However, it has been difficult to recognize and validate student learning in noncredit as students do not earn letter grades or credit units (Radionoff, 2016). Allowing the student to attend courses when they are available (open entry/open exit), providing the student with the ability to continue a course from one term into the next, and providing the student with the flexibility only attend classes on topics that the student hasn’t already mastered. Noncredit courses can be offered online or face to face, can be offered in various scheduling formats including full semester, intensive short courses, modules, and courses that span multiple terms, and the student has the flexibility to re-enroll in courses to ensure that they have mastered all of the skills in a course or to refresh the skills that they previously mastered.

One way that colleges are recognizing achievement in competency-based education is with digital badges. Instead of awarding units for completion, students may be awarded badges to indicate they have mastered particular topics. Digital badges are an innovative and practical way to recognize and share student achievement, especially in noncredit. Many of the California community colleges are starting to utilize the digital badging system to validate student skill attainment in their workforce preparation programs, short-term vocational courses, and in some cases, credit courses (Wollenhaupt, 2018). Digital badges can lead to employment and support lifelong learning (Foundation for California Community Colleges, 2018). By clearly articulating and showcasing the skill sets students demonstrated, digital badges may help employers understand students’/employees’/applicants’ abilities (Wollenhaupt, 2018).

As students acquire skills and collect digital badges, they could eventually demonstrate completion of all of the skills necessary for a certification. Certifications often include several different skill areas and each skill area might include several different digital badges. To help students identify the different skill areas required for a credential and to help them document their progress, some colleges have begun exploring the idea of micro credentials. Micro
credentials represent a collection of digital badges that make up a skill area within a larger
credential. This is similar to stackable certificates for which colleges break a certificate that
could take several years to complete into smaller certificate programs that students can complete
more quickly. Each stackable certificate is designed to build upon the previous one until the
student has completed the full certificate program. Noncredit programs may begin exploring
micro credentials as new educational options are brought into the community colleges with the
development of the California Online Community College.

Credit by Examination and Credit for Prior Learning

California community colleges are exploring new ways to facilitate the degree acquisition
process. Credit for prior learning is one such method gaining attention in recent years (Davison,
2016), and the Academic Senate for the California Community Colleges has passed a number of
resolutions in support of offering students credit-by-exam options for prior learning (ASCCC,
2008-2016). Prior learning experience can be attained through various sources such as military
training, noncredit coursework, work experience, and employer training programs. While
colleges should already offer a clear credit-by-exam policy in pursuance of California Education
Code, it is recommended that this policy include other sources and measures of prior learning
assessment (Valenzuela & Karandjeff, 2016). For example, students who have taken a noncredit
basic skills course or a short-term vocational course can be awarded college credits by passing an
exam or another form of assessment.

The credit for prior learning system can also incentivize the noncredit student population to get
and stay on the path to higher education and meaningful careers. Research shows that students
who earn prior learning assessment (PLA) credit have higher graduation rates than their peers
who do not earn PLA credit (Valenzuela, MacIntyre, Klein-Collins, & Clerx, 2016). In studies
done in university settings, it became evident that prior learning assessment (PLA) can benefit
underrepresented students, especially Hispanic students (Klein-Collins, 2010 as cited in
Valenzuela et al., 2016). In California’s community colleges, the West Hills Community
College District is currently piloting a prior learning assessment program (Ono, 2017). It is the
district’s hope that awarding credit for prior learning such as work experience in a trade can open
doors to higher education for non-traditional students and help them persist in a community
college program (Ono, 2017). In this pilot model, students will submit a digital portfolio to
showcase their knowledge of the subject. A faculty panel will review the portfolio and
determine if the student demonstrated the learning outcomes of the course (Ono, 2017). In order
to support underrepresented non-traditional students, it is important for the colleges to explore
PLA options and further solidify the policies around the credit-by-exam, multiple measures
assessments, and other PLA systems. Successful completion of noncredit courses can also be a
part of those assessments. Noncredit and credit faculty need to collaborate to articulate and
communicate clear sets of competencies required to earn credit by exam.

Approval of Noncredit Curriculum

Currently, all noncredit courses and certificate programs require approval by the Chancellor’s
Office. The state-level curriculum approval process can be long and often becomes a roadblock
to offering innovative and current curriculum that responds to the needs of an evolving
workforce and the community. As has been done with credit curriculum in 2017 - 18, approval
of noncredit curriculum must be shifted from the Chancellor’s Office to the local curriculum committees, academic senates, and governing boards. Shifting to local noncredit approval of curriculum will streamline approval and allow colleges to better address the changing needs of students, like those related to the implementation of AB 705 and the alignment of curriculum with Guided Pathways. System partners also advise Title 5 language changes to allow for local approval of the noncredit course outlines and programs (Beach, R. & Young, J., 2018).

Recommendations

The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, through the California Community Colleges Curriculum Committee, to shift the approval of noncredit curriculum from the Chancellor’s Office to the colleges.

Noncredit Student Services, Assessment and Matriculation

The challenge of providing effective counseling and other student services to noncredit students is equally daunting. The transition to the Student Support Services Program metrics provided funding for noncredit assessment and counseling services that were similar to credit, but many of the services offered to noncredit students are either provided by credit practitioners or by noncredit counseling faculty that are usually even more outnumbered by their credit counterparts. It is unclear how the shift to the new Student Equity and Achievement (SEA) Program from SSSP and Equity will impact noncredit programs, but there are concerns because the funding for noncredit services is no longer separate from those for credit. The Chancellor’s Office is currently working out the details about how the SEA Program will be implemented, but there is a push to continue tracking noncredit services and outcomes separate from credit to ensure that there is a means to guarantee that SEA Program funds will be allocated to support noncredit students.

The onboarding process for noncredit students includes similar components to those used when onboarding credit students, but many of the tools used for credit students are not designed to meet the needs of noncredit students. For example, CCCApply includes many questions that do not directly apply to noncredit students and could discourage students during the enrollment process. Assessment for noncredit students is often a moving target, but the recent changes to §55003 could allow colleges to place students into a specific noncredit course instead of providing information about which course the student should take. Many noncredit students will need to go through some form of guided placement with a counselor to help students reach their academic goals; however, unlike with many credit students, the noncredit student may have limited experience with formal education or may not have identified their educational/career goals. Unfortunately, noncredit students generally receive fewer counseling services than their credit counterparts. To achieve significant student success in noncredit programs, colleges will need to commit resources to dedicated counselors or counselors with significant experience in working with noncredit students.

Financial resources are necessary not only for noncredit programs and to hire teachers and counselors, but noncredit students themselves may need greater financial support. In spite of the
fact that noncredit programs do not have enrollment fees as credit programs do, the noncredit student still may face all the other financial hurdles that could be a barrier for educational participation and progress: the need to work full-time, transportation costs, child care expenses, and class textbook and supplies costs. Yet few noncredit students receive financial aid. The main reason is that to be eligible for financial aid noncredit students must be enrolled in a program with a minimum of 600 hours. Mechanisms to increase the amount of financial aid available to noncredit students should be explored.

**Recommendations**

1. Colleges should use noncredit matriculation SEA Program funds to provide noncredit students with counseling and other student services equivalent to those provided to credit students.
2. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to ensure that noncredit student and support services continue to be funded adequately and that noncredit specific outcomes be developed to ensure that noncredit services are properly funded.

**Attendance Accounting**

**Face-to-Face Courses**

One of the areas where noncredit instruction most varies from credit instruction is in attendance accounting patterns. This affects both the educational relationship between teacher and student, and the funding of noncredit programs. Credit instruction is largely designed around units, hours of instruction listed in the COR, and the assumption that the student will participate for the entire term. In contrast, noncredit instruction frequently uses the open entry-open exit format where students come and go throughout the term. This creates a very different educational philosophy as students may complete a short-term goal and leave. Both credit and noncredit faculty are aware that student attendance varies as students are often pulled from class attendance for a wide variety of reasons—jobs, family responsibilities, health and other matters.

However, in noncredit, this may have significant unintended consequences on program funding because almost all noncredit apportionment is calculated only on a positive attendance model, which means that colleges are only funded for the hours during which students actually attend class. In contrast, credit courses can be funded using a variety of models (full-term census is the most common). There are numerous problems with positive attendance being used for almost all noncredit funding. More options are needed. For example, this limitation makes it difficult for faculty to develop programs with long-term educational potential which don’t lend themselves to immediate positive attendance. College also offer courses through managed enrollment, where students who are able to commit to a more structured schedule enroll in a course, but these courses are still funded through positive attendance despite being scheduled like most credit courses.
Distance Education

Increasingly, more students are taking Distance Education (DE) courses as part of their educational programs. In 2016-2017 approximately 28% of credit students had completed at least one DE course with DE completion rates now within 4% of traditional face to face instruction. (Larson, 2018). Unfortunately, noncredit has not seen the same increases in access to DE instruction with only 1% of all noncredit students having taken any form of DE course. In 2016-2017, noncredit students were more likely to complete a DE course than a face to face course by 10%. While these data might be misleading because noncredit online classes are usually managed enrollment classes that tend to have higher completion rates than a mix of open-entry, open-exit and managed enrollment face to face classes, the higher completion rate of noncredit DE courses is worth additional exploration. With such promising initial results, why is there such disparity between the number of credit students taking DE courses versus noncredit students?

The answer can partially be attributed to colleges’ mistaken belief that noncredit DE courses are not financially viable given the accounting formula outlined in Title 5. Many colleges still believe noncredit DE courses are not cost effective, and they choose to not offer the option to students; however, upon closer examination of the DE noncredit formula, there are opportunities for colleges to earn additional apportionment from these classes.

First, as with all noncredit classes, attendance is based on positive attendance. Unlike most noncredit classes that collect attendance based solely on contact hours in the classroom (as noted on the noncredit COR), noncredit DE classes can augment these hours in two ways:

1. The number of hours expected for any outside-of-class work.
2. Any instructor contact as defined by Title 5 §55204(b) “includes regular effective contact between instructor and students, and among students, either synchronously or asynchronously, through group or individual meetings, orientation and review sessions, supplemental seminar or study sessions, field trips, library workshops, telephone contact, voice mail, e-mail, or other activities.”

Both of these extra hours must be noted on the course outline of record or distance education addendum. With these increased student contact hours, most noncredit classes will receive additional apportionment dollars versus a traditional face-to-face course.

Unlike credit classes which use census-based accounting to record the number of students after the first two weeks, noncredit DE classes are required to capture positive attendance both at the 20% mark and at the 60% mark of the class. In theory, capturing this MIS data should be straight-forward, but most colleges do not have the resources necessary to modify their MIS system to accommodate these two noncredit benchmarks; therefore, colleges that are offering noncredit DE courses have had to collect this data manually. While the manual collection of noncredit DE apportionment is feasible on a small scale, few colleges have the ability to collect this data at the scale of DE course offerings that are present in credit.
**Recommendations**

The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the Chancellor’s Office to modify regulations and the Student Attendance Accounting Manual to ensure that noncredit online courses are funded at the same rate as those offered by the California Online Community College.

**Accreditation**

The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior College (ACCJC) accredits both credit and noncredit programs, but some colleges may have another option for the accreditation of their noncredit programs. The ACCJC’s accreditation standards do not specifically mention noncredit programs, but many colleges choose to include their noncredit offerings as part of the Institutional Self Evaluation Report (ISER). Colleges will often include examples from their credit and noncredit programs when responding to questions about instructional student services and support programs. Additionally, the college may include how noncredit fits into decision making, college administration, budget allocation, and collegial governance.

Some noncredit programs satisfy the eligibility requirements to be recognized as an approved Adult School by the Adult Schools division of the Accrediting Commission on Schools Western Association of Schools and Colleges (ACS WASC). In order to qualify for ACS WASC accreditation, a noncredit program must enroll a minimum of 6 full time students (or equivalent) and must offer a minimum of two grade levels (ASC WASC Eligibility Requirements). Because this type of accreditation is intended for adult schools, it has only been sought by noncredit programs that offer an adult high school diploma, but it is possible that noncredit programs with multiple levels of coursework in multiple areas of basic skills could also qualify to be accredited by ASC WASC. Currently, there are two noncredit programs that are accredited solely by ASC WASC, one noncredit program is accredited by both ASC WASC and ACCJC, and the remaining noncredit programs in the California Community Colleges are accredited by ACCJC. It is a significant amount of work for a noncredit program to seek accreditation by both ACCJC and ACS WASC, but a noncredit program with an Adult High School Diploma program needs ACS WASC accreditation to have those courses satisfy the University of California’s A-G requirements for admission.

**Recommendations**

1. Colleges should ensure that their noncredit programs receive effective inclusion in the ISER, preferably in a way that promotes integration with other programs, including the transition of noncredit students into the college’s credit offerings.
2. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will investigate the alignment of ASC WASC-ACCJC expectations for noncredit programs to ensure effective inclusion and integration of noncredit programs into the college’s accreditation work, including the identification of institutional goals, improvement plans, and the Quality Focus Essay (QFE), whether they are organizationally part of a college or are a separate institution in a district.
Metrics and Accountability

Along with all other areas of the California Community College System, noncredit programs must respond to requests from accreditors and legislators to effectively demonstrate accountability for student success. The extreme range of student and state goals for noncredit means that particular care must be taken to design measures of success that are not overly narrow or simplistic; however, metrics that reflect the range of successful student outcomes for noncredit students will only be possible if the data collected by the Chancellor’s Office is accurate and complete.

If promoting increased noncredit-to-credit integration implies a bifurcation of noncredit courses and programs, then SB 361 makes that division explicit with the two tiers of funding in noncredit. Along with the higher funding came increased scrutiny and accountability expectations. Most faculty are aware that teachers at all levels, from preschool to advanced professional schools, are being asked to meet ever increasing levels of “accountability.” To conduct the research necessary to document the effectiveness of the increased funding, noncredit measures were added to the system wide Accountability Reporting for Community Colleges (ARCC). When the ARCC Report was replaced by the Student Success Scorecard, a specific metric for Career Development and College Preparation (CDCP) students was created. Unfortunately, the metric’s design only tracks students that are part of a CDCP program, and the six-year cohort makes it difficult to use the metric to inform institutional change.

Beginning with the Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative (IEPI), the Chancellor’s Office has been working with system partners to develop a set of comprehensive metrics that accurately reflect the good work done in the community colleges. Beginning in 2019, the Chancellor’s Office will be releasing a set of new metrics, the Student Success Metrics, that include Adult Education/ESL and include similar success measures as the Student Success Scorecard (transition from noncredit to credit or the completion of an approved noncredit certificate). In order for these new metrics to be successful, colleges must do a better job of tracking the progress of noncredit students and submitting accurate noncredit data into the Chancellor’s Office Management Information System (MIS).

Many noncredit programs do not track student progress in their Student Information System (SIS) and do not offer transcripts for students. To develop accurate metrics, including noncredit success metrics for the Student Centered Funding Formula, it is vital that colleges collect all student progress data possible, including the use of the Satisfactory Progress (SP) progress indicator. Additionally, to ensure that students enrolled in noncredit programs are not negatively impacted, noncredit programs should develop and provide a noncredit transcript that contains a record of all courses and certificates that a student has completed.

Recommendations

The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, constituency groups, and local colleges must ensure that the data being submitted to Management Information System (MIS) accurately reflect the progress and outcomes of noncredit students and that the newly developed metrics provide accurate information to colleges, the Legislature, and members of the public.
Conclusion

Noncredit instruction has continued to evolve and expand, but there are still challenges that must be addressed before noncredit can achieve its full potential. It is clear that the Legislature sees value in noncredit instruction to support the needs of adults in basic skills and workforce education and they have attempted to encourage colleges to expand the use of noncredit by increasing the funding rate to be the same as credit.

With all of the progress in noncredit, noncredit faculty are still not part of the Faculty Obligation Number; the majority of noncredit instruction takes place in a handful of colleges across the system, noncredit curriculum must still be approved by the Chancellor’s Office, and noncredit was not included in the success metrics of the new Student Centered Funding Formula. Noncredit programs have demonstrated that they are essential to meeting the needs of a wide variety of students and the Academic Senate for California Community Colleges must continue to advocate for noncredit programs and faculty to be treated fairly and have access to the same options as credit.
Summary of Recommendations

The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges makes or restates previously adopted recommendations for changes to support the continued growth and success of noncredit programs.

Recommendations to the Board of Governors

1. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to revise regulations and the Student Attendance Accounting Manual to provide noncredit attendance accounting options in addition to positive attendance in a manner similar to those available for credit courses.

2. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and system partners to develop noncredit measures for the Student Centered Funding Formula to ensure that noncredit students are included in the access and equity metrics.

3. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to establish both interim and final goals for a noncredit full-time to part-time faculty ratio—perhaps by amending regulations to mandate that a portion of any additional noncredit funds be used to hire additional full-time noncredit faculty.

4. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the Chancellor’s Office to investigate and address and calendar issues impacting noncredit faculty.

5. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, through the California Community Colleges Curriculum Committee, to shift the approval of noncredit curriculum from the Chancellor’s Office to the colleges.

6. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to ensure that noncredit student and support services continue to be funded adequately and that noncredit specific outcomes be developed to ensure that noncredit services are properly funded.

7. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to modify regulations and the Student Attendance Accounting Manual to ensure that noncredit online courses are funded at the same rate as those offered by the California Online Community College.

8. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges will investigate the alignment of ASC WASC-ACCJC expectations for noncredit programs to ensure effective inclusion and integration of noncredit programs into the college’s accreditation work, including the identification of institutional goals, improvement plans, and the Quality Focus Essay (QFE), whether they are organizationally part of a college or are a separate institution in a district.

9. The Academic Senate for California Community Colleges should work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, constituency groups, and local colleges must ensure that the data being submitted to Management Information System (MIS) accurately reflect the progress and outcomes of noncredit students and that the
newly developed metrics provide accurate information to colleges, the Legislature, and members of the public.

**Recommendations to Colleges**

1. Colleges should ensure that their noncredit programs receive effective inclusion in the ISER, preferably in a way that promotes integration with other programs, including the transition of noncredit students into the college’s credit offerings.
2. Colleges must collect and report accurate data on student progress and success at the course and program level. Colleges should explore developing transcripts for their noncredit student population.
3. Colleges should use noncredit matriculation SEA Program funds to provide noncredit students with counseling and other student services equivalent to those provided to credit students.
4. Local academic senates should work with their bargaining units to ensure that the workloads of full-time noncredit faculty include institutional service and should provide the ability for noncredit faculty to participate in a comparable manner to credit faculty.
5. Local academic senates should encourage the inclusion of noncredit faculty in collegial governance to allow them to fully engage in participatory governance processes.
6. Local academic senates and bargaining units should collaborate to ensure that equitable working conditions for noncredit faculty are used to provide quality programs and services to noncredit students.
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